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ABSTRACT 
We give examples of compact Hausdorff spaces which are not embeddable as 
closed Cr, subsets in a supercompact Hausdorff space. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A supercompact space is a space which has a binary subbase for its closed 
subsets, where a collection of subsets Y of a set X is called binary provided 
that for all 4 C Y with n &? = @ there are MO, Ml E & with MO n Ml = $3. 
By Alexander’s subbase lemma, every supercompact spa,ce is compact. 
The class of supercompact spaces was introduced by de Groot [9]. Many 
spaces are super-compact, for example all compact metric spaces, cf. Strok 
& Szymanski [14] ( e ementary proofs of this fact were recently found by 1 
van Douwen [6] and Mills [12]). The first examples of nonsupercompact 
compact Hausdorff spaces were found by Bell [l]. At the moment there 
is a variety of nonsupercompact compact Hausdorff spaces (cf. Bell [l], 
[2], van Douwen & van MYill [‘7], van Mill [ll], Bell & van Mill [4]), 
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Recently, Bell [3] showed that the one point compactification of the 
Cantor tree c2 u “2 (cf. Rudin [13]) can be embedded as a closed Ga 
subset of a supercompact Hausdorff space. Since the one point compactifi- 
cation of the Cantor tree is not supercompact (cf. van Douwen & van Mill 
[7]) this yields an example of a nonsupercompact closed Gs in a super- 
compact Hausdorff space. This suggests the question whether every 
compact Hausdorff space can be embedded as a Ga subset in a super- 
compact Hausdorff space. The answer to this question is in the negative. 
0.1. THEOREM: Let X be a Hausdorg continuous image of a closed Ga 
subset of a supercompact Hausdorg space, and let K be a closed subset of 
X such that IKI > 2”. Then at least one point of K is the limit of a nontrivial 
convergent sequence in X (not necessarily in K). 
This theorem is a consequence of a result in van Douwen & van Mill 
[7]. As a corollary, if /?X is a continuous image of a closed GS subset of 
a supercompact Hausdorff space then X is pseudocompact. Also, under 
Martins axiom (.iK4), every infinite Hausdorff continuous image of a 
closed Ga subset of a supercompact Hausdorff space contains a nontrivial 
convergent sequence. 
Since the one point compactification of the Cantor tree is a compactifi- 
cation of co with the one point compactification of a discrete space as 
remainder, Bell’s [3] result suggests the question whether every com- 
pactification of o with the one point compactification of a discrete space 
as remainder can be embedded as a Ga sunset of a supercompact Hausdorff 
space. The answer to this question is in the negative. For every (faithfully 
indexed) almost disjoint family A= {M& f z} of infinite subsets of w 
define X4 to be the space with underlying set the disjoint union of x 
and m and with topology generated by the collection 
{(LX] U (M,-n)la E x, n E co) U {{fi}In E f-u>. 
Notice that Xd is separable and that every subspace of Xd is locally 
compact and first countable. Also, the Cantor tree F2 U “2 is homeo- 
morphic to some Xd. We will prove the following theorem: 
0.2. THEOREM: Let & be a maximal uncountable almost disjoint 
collection of injhite subsets of CO. Then any compact@cation of X4 is not 
the continuous image of a closed GO subset of a swpercompact Hausdorfl space. 
1. THEOREM 0.1; PROOF AND CONSEQUENCES 
1.1. PROOF OF THEOREM 0.1: Indeed, let Y be a supercompact Haus- 
dorff space, let X and K be as in Theorem 0.1 and let 2 be a closed Ga 
in Y which is mapped by f onto X. Write Z= (-lfiew U,, where the Ulz’s 
are open subsets of Y. It is easily verified that a space has a binary 
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subbase if and only if it has a binary subbase closed under arbitrary 
intersections. Let 9’ be a binary subbase for Y which is closed under 
arbitrary intersections. For each n E w let fn be a finite subcollection 
of Y such that 2 C u yn C Un. For each x E 2 and n E o take P,n(z) E fn 
containing 2. In addition, for each z E 2 define P(x) : = &,,P,(z). Then 
F(z) E 9 for each z E 2, hence P(z) is supercompact, uzcz F(z) =Z and 
the collection (.F(z)/z E 2) has cardinality at most 2”. Since IK[ > 2”’ there 
is a z E 2 and a countably infinite subset E C K such that E C /[J’(x)]. 
By a theorem in van Douwen & van Mill [7] it follows that at least one 
cluster point of E is the limit of a nontrivial convergent sequence in 
/[E”(x)]. This completes the proof. cl 
1.2. COROLLARY: Suppose that /IX is a continuous image of a closed 
GS subset of a supercompact Hausdorfi space. Then X is pseudocompact. 
PROOF: Assume that X is not pseudocompact. Then we may assume 
that o C X and that o is C-embedded in X (cf. Gillman & Jerison [S]). 
Then @w-u, C BX-X and since I@o ---co] = 22”’ (cf. Gillman & Jerison [S]) 
by Theorem 0.1 there is an x E ,&u - cr) which is the limit of a nontrivial 
convergent sequence in PX. It is easily seen that this is impossible. 0 
Recall that Martin’s axiom (MA) states that no compact ccc Hausdorff 
space is the union of less than 2” nowhere dense sets (cf. Martin & Solovay 
[lo]). It is known (cf. Booth [5]) that NA implies P(Z”), i.e. the statement 
that for every collection & of fewer than 2” subsets of cu such that each 
finite subcollection of & has infinite intersection there is an infinite 
F C o such that P-d is finite for all A E &‘. It is easily seen that P(2”) 
implies that ,&N-W is not the union of 2” nowhere dense sets. This implies 
that, under P(29, every compactification yw of w with the property that 
no sequence in u) converges has cardinality greater than 2”. For let ye 
be such a compactification of cu and let f : /30 + ye be the unique continuous 
surjection which extends the identity on o. Now the fact that no sequence 
in w converges implies that f-l(x) is nowhere dense in @-co for all 
x E yo - cc). Hence P(2”) implies that Iyo - co[ > 2@. 
1.3. COROLLARY (P(2”)) : Let X be a Hausdorfl continuous image of 
a closed Gs subset of a supercompact HausdorQ space. If X is in$nite then 
X contains a nontrivial convergent sequence. 
PROOF: If IX]> 2” then this follows from Theorem 0.1. On the other 
hand, if ]XI<2” then this follows from P(2”). 0 
1.4. QUESTION: Is Corollary 1.3 true 6% ZFC? 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 0.2 
Recall that a family of subsets &’ of co is called almost disjoint provided 
that A r\ B is finite for all distinct A, B E &. It is known that there is 
an almost disjoint family &’ C P(co) of cardinality 2” (cf. Gillman & 
Jerison [S]). We need the following lemma. 
2.1. LEMMA: Let {A& E SC) be an uncountable (faithfully indexed) 
maximal almost disjoint family of in$nite subsets of CO. If {Pn: CO + mm> 
is a sequence of partitions of w into Jinitely many sets, then there is an 
f E ~a) such that 
PROOF : We choose f(n) E mn by induction so that 
(1) for every finite PC 1c we have that 
I (7wPi1(f(4)-- UjE~-&l=w. 
Indeed, suppose that (f ( ‘) J z i E n> have been defined such that (1) is satisfied. 
If n= 0, then define f(0) to be an arbitrary element of mo such that for 
every finite P C x we have that (PC’(f(O)) - UjEp AjI = w. It is clear that 
this is possible since mo is finite and x is infinite. If n# 0 then define 
Mn--1: = ntcla-1 Pi-l(f(i)) 
and notice that 
d”= {A, n M,-lj IA, n M,-lI =CO} 
is an uncountable maximal almost disjoint family of infinite subsets of 
Mn-r. Since P, r M%-I is a partition of M,+I and since M,-1 is infinite 
by induction hypothesis there is an m E m, such that 
I (Pn I‘ Mn-I)-l(m) - u $I = o 
for every finite subcollection $ CA?‘. Now define f(n): =m; then it is 
clear that (1) is satisfied. 
Suppose that there are only countably many LX, say (amlm E WI, such 
that for all n, m E w we have that IA, n ntola PC’(f(i))l =o. Then we 
may pick, by (l), distinct pn E o such that 
pn E ngen P-l(f(i)) - tJicn A, (n E co). 
Define A : = (pnln E CO>. 
There are two cases: suppose llrst that A E (A& E z}. Then, since 
IA n ntsn P;‘(f(i))l= o f or all n E co we have that A= A, for some m, 
which is impossible by definition of the pn’s. Therefore A 4 (Asjac E xj. 
By maximality we can find a ,9 E x such that (Ap n Al =o. Since 
IA- r)drn PC’(f(i))l<o for all n E w 
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we conclude that 
I& n r)2E12 P;‘(f(;))/ =O for all 12 E W, 
so /l=anz for some m. But since IA n A,,] <co for all n E cc) we have a 
contradiction. q 
We now can prove the main result in this section. 
2.2. PROOF OF THEOREM 0.2: List JZ as (Ma]ol E x}. Assume that Y 
is a supercompact Hausdorff space, that 2 C Y is a closed Ga and that 
g: Z -+ yXd( is a continuous surjeetion from 2 onto the compactification 
yX& of XA. Let ~7 be a binary subbase for Y which is closed under 
arbitrary intersections. Let (Un\n E o> be a sequence of open subsets of 
Y whose intersection is 2. Since U, - g-l(n) is a neighborhood of 2 -g-l(n) 
and since Z-g-r(n) is closed in Y, we can find St, . . ., A%~-, E Y such 
that U,--g-l(n) 1 St v . . . u S&n-,1 %-g-l(n). For each n E w pick 
dn E 2 such that g(&,) = n. Define D: = (&,ln E CO). Take P, : cc) +- mn to 
be a partition refining {S! n D/j E m, - 1) u (d(i)li E n>, in such a way 
that E’(j) C S? n D for each j E mn-- 1 and K’((mn- l>)= (d(i)li ~12). 
For each 01 E it let Aa: = (d(n)\% s 1M,}. Now pick f as in Lemma 2.1. We 
then have, by the compactness of 2, that 
9( nndw n lteo (4 IA, n ntenww)l =w>. 
Let S:= nnEa)sgllj. Notice that S C 2 -g-l(o) and in addition that S 
is uncountable by Lemma 2.1. 
For each a E x the set g-1(2Mb, u (a)) is open and closed in 2. Hence 
we may take an open set VcTa C Y(cc E z) such that 
Notice that for distinct 01, ,8 E x we have that Vv, u Vp C g-l(m) u (Y -2). 
Set H= nncm {al IA, n ntenP;‘(f(i))l =co}. For each 01 E H let f& be a 
finite subcollection of Sp such thet g-l(Md, u {a)) C u $@ C T’&. Since f& 
is finite we may take S, E $E such that IA, n (7tan Pi’(f(i)) n &I = co 
for all n E o. Since D is countable and H is uncountable there exist distinct 
(x, B E H such that S, n Sb#O. It is clear that 
S, n SB n S=S, n Sp n nmErn S&, C P, n VP n (i?J-g-l(~~))=El. 
Therefore, since Y is binary and since S, n S~#O, we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that there is an no E CO such that S, n STno,= @. 
However, since K,,‘(f(na)) C S2$!Oj and since IA, n niano Pil(f(i)) n AS’,\ = o) 
this is a contradiction. 0 
3. DENSITY OF CLOSED Gcj’s IN SUPERCOMPACT HAUSDORFF SPACES 
In this section we show that if 2 is a closed G, in a super-compact 
Hausdorff space X then d(Z)g2%(X). 
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Recall that the density d(X) of a topological space X is the least 
cardinal x for which there is a dense subset of cardinality x. 
If 9’ is a binary subbase for X then for all A C X we define I(A) C X 
bY 
I(A):= n {SE YIA CS). 
Notice that clx (A) C I(A), since each element of Y is closed, that 
1(1(A)) =I(A) and that I(A) C I(B) if A C B C X. The following lemma 
was proved in van Douwen & van Mill [7]. For the sake of completeness 
we will give its proof here also. 
3.1. LEMMA: Let Y be a binary subbase for the supercompact Hausdorfl 
space X. Let p E X. If U is a neighborhood of p and if A is a subset of X 
with p E clx (A), then there is a subset B C A with p E clx (B) and I(B) C U. 
PROOF : Since X is regular, ia has a neighborhood V such that 
p E 01x (V) C U. Let 3 denote the collection of finite intersections of 
elements from 9. Choose a finite j C ./ such that clx (V) C u f C U. 
Now 2 is finite, and A n V C U $, and p E clg (A n V) ; hence there 
isanSE$withpEclx(An Vn#).LetB:=An VnS.Then~~clx(B), 
and BCA, and I(B)CSCU~CU. cl 
We now prove the main result in this section. 
3.2. THEOREM: Let Y be a binary subbase for the Hausdorfl space 5. 
Then d(S) <d(X) for all S E 9. 
PROOF : Let D be a dense subset of X and choose S E Y. For each 
LED choose a point e(d) E T)s(y I( (d, .s>) n S. Notice that this is possible 
since 9’ is binary. We claim that E: = (e(d)@ E D) is dense in S. Indeed, 
take x E 6’ and let 77 be any neighborhood cf x. By Lemma 3.1 there is 
a subset B CD such that x is in the closure of B and I(B) C U. Choose 
da E D arbitrarily. Then 
e(&) E rises I((&, 8)) n S C I((&, x}) n S C I(B) n S C U n S. 
This completes the proof. 0 
3.3. COROLLARY: Let Z be a closed GS subset in a supercompact Haus- 
dor# space X. Then d(Z)<2”‘d(X). 
PROOF : Let Y be a binary subbase for X which is closed under arbitrary 
intersections. As in the proof of Theorem 0.1, Z is the union of a family 
of at most 2” subsets of 9. Hence Theorem 3.2 implies that d(Z) < Z”d(X). 
0 
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4. OPEN QUESTIONS 
The results derived in this note suggest many questions. As noted in 
the introduction Bell [3] has shown that a closed Ga subset of a super- 
compact Hausdorff space need not be supercompact. This suggests the 
following question. 
4.1. QUESTION : Suppose that Z is a closed GS in a supercompact 
Hausdorfj space X. Is cmpn(Z) jinite ? 
(Recall that for compact Hausdorff spaces X, cmpn(X) is the least 
integer k for which there is a closed subbase 9 for X such that if &? C Sp 
with n &= @ then there is a subset of &? of cardinality k which has an 
empty intersection; cmpn(X) = CO if such an integer does not exist (cf. 
Bell & van Mill [4]). It is known, cf. [4], that for every k> 1 there is a 
compact Hausdorff space Xe for which cmpn(Xk) =k; in addition 
cmpn(@o) = 00). Related to this question is the following one : 
4.2. QUESTION: Suppose that /3X is a continuous image of a dosed GS 
of a compact Hausdor8 space Y with cmpn( Y) <CO. Is X pseudocompact T 
4.3. QUESTION: Let X be an in$nite compact Hausdorg space for which 
cmpn(X) < ~0. Does X contain a copy of w ,which is not P-embedded in 
X Z a nontrivial convergent sequence 1 
In section 2 we gave an example of a compact Hausdorff space X 
which is the union of three metrizable subspaces and which is not em- 
beddable as a GS subset in a supercompa,ct Hausdorff space. This suggests 
the following question. 
4.4. QUESTION : Let X be a compact Hausdorg space which is the union 
of two metrixable subspaces. Can X be embedded as a GS subset in a super- 
compact Hausdorfl space Z 
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